LUC Contributions Reach $2800 Mark

Still Receiving Funds; Average $3.29 Per Donor

As the Lawrentian goes to press this week, 1,028 contributions have been received by Lawrence United Charities according to an announcement by Daniel Yoss and Elaine Johnson, co-chairmen. Of this amount $257 was in pledges to be paid in the future. The total amount received by the LUC is 77 per cent of the student body, who have already contributed, and gives an average of $3.29. "Contributions are still coming in," Miss Williams, "so we are as yet unable to give the final total. However, we hope to reach $2800 before the end of the week."

Beginning their drive with a convention at the school of law, 141 contributions were received last Monday. After changing the name of the organization in Lawrence United Charities, the new chairmen realized that it was not so much the total amount of money as the kind of people who contributed. "All kinds of contributions are audited and can be accepted," said Carolyn Hilliard, business officer, "by the board because reliable organizations endorse it, because dependable and because reliable organizations have been audited and have been accepted by the board for reliable organizations."

These funds are going to be placed in a trust account and used for the improvement of the Lawrence campus. Throughout the next year LUC sponsors will see that the improvements are carried out. In the past the union has been able to "hold its own" and pay for its own expenses. The students have already realized that this money is being used for the improvements and "will always have been used until that time when the union will be the one to hold its own and pay for its own expenses." Although the union has had a deficit in the past, this year it is expected to have a surplus. The union is trying to make it break even this year and that the surplus will be large.

The LUC has also given much money to students. At a special meeting on Wednesday evening the board decided to give $400 to the athletic fund for the purpose of buying equipment. The amount is to be used to buy a bat which will cost $50 and six baseballs which will cost $3.50 each. The baseballs are being purchased because the men and women on the baseball team are not able to afford them themselves. By giving these funds it is expected that the baseball team will be able to raise enough funds to continue their program. The board also decided to give $100 to the dance committee to help with the production of the show "The Alchemist." The show is expected to be a success and the LUC hopes that it will be a "good will" show to spread the name of Lawrence University. The board also gave $50 to the student newspaper, the Lawrentian, and $50 to the student radio station, WERU, to help with their expenses.

The LUC is working hard to make sure that the improvements are carried out and that the students are able to enjoy the facilities on the Lawrence campus. They are trying to make sure that the union will be able to "hold its own" and pay for its own expenses. The students have already realized that this money is being used for the improvements and "will always have been used until that time when the union will be the one to hold its own and pay for its own expenses." Although the union has had a deficit in the past, this year it is expected to have a surplus. The union is trying to make it break even this year and that the surplus will be large.
Music school. Samuel Chotzinoff, direction of the school and managing director of the NBC music division, was so impressed with Byron's abilities that he became his mentor.

After 12 years of planning, the Lawrence artist has made RCA Victor recordings. At 21, Byron Janis is a veteran of several coast to coast concert tours, has played with most of the major orchestras in this country, including the New York Philharmonic-Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, Philadelphia orchestra, NBC Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Cincinnati Symphony, and the Boston Symphony. He has made RCA Victor recordings.

The participating students will be Luang Grumiaux, Eleanor Blanke, Ailsa Koch, Betty Keen, Evelyn O'Keefe, Betty McClintock, Betty Walter, Mildred Sauter, Ailsa Koch, Betty Keen, Evelyn O'Keefe, Betty McClintock, Betty Walter, Mildred Sauter, and Martha Menton. Soprano alternates — Peller Johnson, Norma Langford, Margaret Wanner. This will be the first of a series of concerts and presents some rarely heard music, and other selections, which due to the difficulties involved, are seldom included in student performances.

At Rockefeller Hall, this will be the first of a series of concerts and presents some rarely heard music, and other selections, which due to the difficulties involved, are seldom included in student performances.

Vladimir Horowitz, who undertook the care of personal property, especially money. Several students have taken part in some of the gatherings in the benefit of the music school.

Chesterfield is the largest-selling cigarette.
Safety Board
Cites Hazards
Fire Not Inevitable
If Precautions Taken

Chicago.—Unfortunately there will be another fatal fire in a college residence hall in the nation, the 57th National Safety Congress was told recently.

"There need not be if college authorities take the necessary steps for fire prevention and control," John J. Ahern, director of the fire prevention and safety engineering department at the Illinois Institute of Technology, told delegates.

"Unless colleges provide at least minimum safeguards, a wave of restrictive legislation, brought down by parents who, with erudite campus boasting, College must assume greater fire prevention responsibilities," Ahern said. "We ask fire prevention of private and public opinion and governmental control.

"The fire record of schools has taken a serious trend in recent years. There have been a number of serious fires in college buildings such as dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses resulting in serious losses of life. No college should feel itself safe and so the二十五teristic institutions that have authorized these catastrophes, it could happen in any school. All are faced with the same problem, and almost none is prepared to cope with it."

"Only chance has saved the rest and they must now act quickly before their luck runs out. The problem is a serious one. In its entirety, the fire alarm system is designed to alert a large number of students asleep in upper floors of residence halls. College residences, with few egress, are traditional types inherited from the last century and earlier. This type building was built less than 10 years ago, and tern quickly. Ahern said.

Non-invasive watchman service. Inside fire escape parallel with outside fire escape, the buildings are unsatisfactory because they fail to protect the occupants from flames, smoke or heat delaching from lower windows. Lack of experience in their use makes it easy for fire extinguishers, fire axes, and other fire-fighting tools to become钝 inmate students to use at all. Ahern said. He stressed the use of inadequate wiring and warned that multiple extensions on a single outlet are extremely hazardous.

Cheerleading to Remain Under Pep Committee

Cheerleading will remain under the direction of the pep committee and the student executive committee according to a report made by Bertet Klemmer, member of a special committee investigating the situation, at SEC meeting last Monday evening.

It was decided by the special committee which was made up of representatives of the SEC, pep committee and the L. club, that the L. club will serve merely as an interested and financing group in their connection with the cheerleaders.
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At LOWEST RATES

Dial 3-4444

IT WON'T BE 'BOY MEETS GIRL'

when you come to MOSER—"The Business College with a University Atmosphere"—because MOSER enrolls only girls.

BUT IT WILL BE "GIRL MEETS (BEAUTIFUL) MAN"

when you have completed your training because MOSER—over thirty-six years—has placed its graduates—without charge—in fascinating jobs with a future.

An Invitation for MOSER students and graduates

To: All MOSER students and graduates.

Here's a chance to win valuable prizes.

A prize drawing has been set for the above. Tickets will be sold at the following prices:

- $1.00 for both tickets

Tickets will be sold at the business college during regular business hours.

ROSS STREET WAREHOUSE

Revlon's Luxurious Aquamarine Lotion
plus new Aquamarine Lotion-Soap

- NOW! Regular size Aquamarine Lotion—
  a miraculous blend of balms scented with
  costly imported perfumes.
- FLESH—specially for the only soap in the
  world made with Aquamarine Lotion!
- Some skin-smoothing ingredients,
  some famous fragrance!
- Use them together always...
- Keep lotions safe!

Get this double-beauty package today—all for $1.00—while this introductory offer lasts!
Surprise Proceeds Donated to LUC

In a statement last Thursday, Donald Jones, president of the LUC, said the donation of $200 by the film program in Lawrence United Charities was announced.

"The original intention of the foreign film program was to show most movies of a non-profitable and broaden the public's interest in them," Jones said. "However, since the results of the show were favorable, and because we feel that the money we have raised is a tremendous plus, we are going to continue this event." He added that this is a worthwhile cause to support for the lasting benefit of the community.

The proceeds will be used to support various community projects, such as educational programs, youth activities, and local charities. The exact amount of the donation will be determined in the coming weeks and will be announced as soon as possible.

Union Works on Own Surplus

Continued from Page 1

bans are likely to support the fine and raise the required money.

The union has expressed their willingness to work towards this goal. President Don Rumpf has said, "We are committed to finding ways to support the union and improve the working conditions for our members." 

To Cure Those Pre-Exam Blues

Tennessee Shoe Shiny Boy

"Don't Do Something to Someone Else"

Frankie Lane

Bueno Bourbon Street Bounce

Shorkey

Farr's Melody Shop

224 East College Ave.

Dial 4-4247

Nothing so personal...
Nothing so unemotionally luxurious as jewelry.

Marley Jewelers

212 E. College Ave.

Dial 4-4247

The TALENT HUNT IS ON!

TRY-OUTS

American Legion's Home Talent Pageant

"DANCING SHOES" will be held at the American Legion Club

TUESDAY EVENING

Jan. 17th

EVERYONE WELCOME!!!

No Previous Stage Experience Necessary

Inquire

Mr. Len Krueger

Phone 4-3868

Mr. Dwayne Larsen

Phone 3-9833

Dean Lewis Tours

Southern States

Dr. Henry L. Lewis, dean of the Department of Piano and Chemistry, left Appleton January 8 on a historic tour through several southern states.

He plans to speak on "The Chemistry of Water" and "The Evolution of Music" before local sections of the American Chemical Society at Tulane University. Following this, he will visit New Orleans, La., Spring Hill college in Florida, and the University of Texas A & M.

He will also talk at ACS sections at Baton Rouge, La., Fort Worth, Texas, City College, Texas, and University of Texas, Austin, and other community centers.

The purpose of the conference is to exchange ideas and compare various school programs as well as to bring a closer association of students, faculty, and alumni of the various schools.

Dr. Lewis will return from his travels January 26, and the meeting will be held in order to discuss the possibility and advantages of establishing an organ-a-matic in the music school.

In New Haven, George and Harry's is a favorite student gathering spot. As George and Harry's—Coca-Cola is the favorite drink. With the college crowd at Yale, as with every crowd—Coke belongs.

Ask for it any way... both because it's better... the favorite drink.
The building is designed to feature the river bank, and that entrance will be the almost entirely picture window. The sub-street room, the river bank will be a picnic area.

The north side of the sub-street room is to be used, Brooks said, and will have an canvas awning in hot weather. The southeast side of the sub-street room will be the entrance.

The brook house meeting Wednesday evening of last week was highlighted by a talk by Charles M. Brooks, associate professor of art, on the Worcester Art center. Reconceiving the various sections of the building, he pointed out that the center is "a hard by many heels to look like a factory. And that's just what it is — primarily an askew where students and faculty members can work. It is not a permanent place, but one that will be used. Brooks said, three will be on the hill in the building. The "public" part of the building will be the section where paintings and pictures will be hung. The other sections will be reserved for to be used in the conference room.

The northwest section of the building will house the utilities — a well planned kitchen operating off the grill room, an office for the union manager, a large east room, and a number of lavatory facilities and a powder room.

The north side of the sub-street room will be the entrance. While seated shoulder the building, the fountain will decorate the entire block, developing ground area for outdoor recreation, a garden, the river bank. A 200 by 300 foot football field will provide space for a touch football field in full, a skating rink in winter, a baseball field, tennis courts, on the underground during World War II and upon liberation of Holland, he was commissioned a major. Born in North Brabant Province, the speaker studied municipal law at the Universities of Utrecht and Nijmegen, completing his study in 1929. He traveled extensively throughout Europe and the Near East. His hobbies include hunting, flowers, coins and genealogy.

The north side of the building will house the utilities — a well planned kitchen operating off the grill room, an office for the union manager, a large east room, and a number of lavatory facilities and a powder room.

The north side of the sub-street room will be the entrance. While seated shoulder the building, the fountain will decorate the entire block, developing ground area for outdoor recreation, a garden, the river bank. A 200 by 300 foot football field will provide space for a touch football field in full, a skating rink in winter, a baseball field, tennis courts, on the underground during World War II and upon liberation of Holland, he was commissioned a major. Born in North Brabant Province, the speaker studied municipal law at the Universities of Utrecht and Nijmegen, completing his study in 1929. He traveled extensively throughout Europe and the Near East. His hobbies include hunting, flowers, coins and genealogy.
Viking Matmen Seek First Win; Wrestling Ripon

Returning Lettermen Pack Ripon’s Team; 7 of 9 are Back

Lawrence college’s Blue and White matmen seek their first victory in the season against the Ripon college Redmen tomorrow afternoon in the 24th annual gymnasium.

Prospects for a victory are good. The Blue and White’s team is stronger than in any season in recent years. Coach Herbuc Myers’ team is strong enough to handle the normally fast Ripon club.

Joining returning lettermen in the team are: Captain Howie Gobig, Jim Waibel, Al Reed, and Rolf Voss. The Blue and White team has also the services of several very promising boys particularly in the 123 and 168 pound classes. "We have a strong team this year,” says Howie Gobig, captain of the Blue and White.

The Blue and White team is coached by Herbuc Myers and his assistants, Charlie Johnston and Bob Zepke.

To keep the team in shape a practice meet will be held this very week. It will be held at 4:30 o’clock in the main gymnasium.

Lawrence Shown Meeting Delts

Wrestling Ripon

BY BILL FERGUSON

Beeline Wrestling Club, 77-75 at the Pioneer field house.

The Delts turned the tables on the Lawrence team and won a hard-fought battle, 77-75, in the last meet between the two teams.

The Delts’ victory was expected, since the Lawrence team has had a poor season and the Delts have been in the lead for several weeks.

The Delts’ victory was well deserved, as they have been working hard to improve their team. The Lawrence team, on the other hand, has been under the pressure of having to keep up with the Delts.

The Delts’ victory was due to their hard work and dedication. They have been working hard to improve their team and have been successful in doing so.

The Delts’ victory was a great moment for the team. They were all very happy and excited to have won the meet. They were also very happy to have defeated the Lawrence team, who have been their biggest rival.

The Lawrence team, on the other hand, was disappointed with the result. They had been working hard to improve their team and had been looking forward to the meet.

The Delts’ victory was a great moment for the team. They were all very happy and excited to have won the meet. They were also very happy to have defeated the Lawrence team, who have been their biggest rival.

The Delts’ victory was a great moment for the team. They were all very happy and excited to have won the meet. They were also very happy to have defeated the Lawrence team, who have been their biggest rival.
Clifford Odets. In 1935, Odets was titled, "Waiting for Lefty," by theater, which played primarily to York.

Almost one-fourth of last year's Lawrence college graduates are as follows:

- Marlow, 28
- Nelson, 9
- Radtke, 5
- Slocum, 12
- Tisch, 21
- Trim, 12
- Wieck, 6
- Wright, 11

The Lawrence Student theater includes John Donaldson, Don Jones, president, and Frances Farmer.

George Washington U. Eads Parking Building

24 Hour Developing
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
Ideal Photo Shop
208 E. College
Near the Campus

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Quality Work Only

SPECIAL
WHITE STAG
SKI PANTS

PHOENIX
THE COLOR
of your LIFE-
Career

PHOENIX
$1.35 to $1.75
Exclusive At
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Give $3,042 to Aid Students
Lawrentians Receive Grants, Loans, Work

By Bob Peterson

Three Lawrence-$3,042 to be exact—are being given 123 Lawrentians this year in the form of scholarships, grants-in-aid, loans, fellowships and employment.

The largest amount is for the form of part-time employment on the campus such as working in the dining rooms helping out in the chemistry laboratories, doing secretarial work, etc., so 94 students are doing this year. Lawrentian in paying his part-time workers $1,362.

Two fellowships of $410 each have been awarded to winners of a contest held on the campus last spring. The purpose of this is to help students of other types of scholarships and grants hold this year, totaling $3,042.

Methodist scholarships totaling $3,000 have been given in five Lawrentians by the board of education of the Methodist church. This organization also has given one Lawrentian a year.

There are two conservatory contest to encourage students who are receiving $100 each who are students of the conservatory of music scholarship contest.

The state of Wisconsin has loaned $3,000 to Wheaton college under the opportunity for the proper selection of the students who are receiving $1,780. 12 Lawrentians are receiving $3,000.

Almost one-fourth of last year's Lawrentians by the board of education and student body are doing this year. Lawrentian in paying his part-time workers $1,362.

To Aid Students
Absurd Obsession

TILT
BY BRADLEY

BRADLEY

Somewhere in Italy a wise professional
woman is making more than the picture. And
she was a harried, harried Harworth who
protected her Kahn.

Remember a gay named Mitch-
who didn't think "They Sat-ter-
the Krupp depot?"

"... but you must never think of
being yoked to a plow.

... we are happy to inform you that your daughter, Mary, has
been elected a Beauty Queen here at Lawrence."

... the four new grades...